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Abstract

Metonymy is a figure of speech in which an entity is referred to by another related entity. The existing datasets of metonymy are either
too small in size or lack sufficient coverage. We propose a new, labelled, high-quality corpus of location metonymy called W I MC OR,
which is large in size and has high coverage. The corpus is harvested semi-automatically from the English Wikipedia. We use different
labels of varying granularity to annotate the corpus. The corpus can directly be used for training and evaluating automatic metonymy
resolution systems. We construct benchmarks for metonymy resolution, and evaluate baseline methods using the new corpus.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delf
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1.

Introduction

Metonymy is a figure of speech in which an entity is referred to by another related entity (Lakoff and Johnson,
1980; Littlemore, 2015). Consider the following two paragraphs:

Delft (disambiguation)
Delft is a city in the Netherlands.
Delft may also refer to other places:

(1) Nootdorp is a town in the Dutch province of South Holland. It is located approximately 2 km to the east of
Delft and about 6 km southeast of the centre of The
Hague.

Delft, Cape Town, township in South Africa
Neduntheevu, island in Sri Lanka
Delft Island fort, in Sri Lanka
Battle of Delft—a battle during the Sri Lankan Civil War
Delft University of Technology, Dutch public university

(2) Against the wishes of his father, Hoff chose to study
chemistry. First, he enrolled at Delft in September
1869, and studied until 1871 [. . . ]
Note that the term Delft is used differently in the two paragraphs. In the former, Delft refers to the city of Delft in the
Netherlands. In the latter, the same term does not refer to
the city of Delft. From the context, it can be inferred that
the term refers to an educational institution. In fact, it refers
to the Delft University of Technology located in the city of
Delft.
The linguistic phenomenon in action here is metonymy. Although the term Delft refers to the city in its literal sense,
the same term refers to the university, a different but related
entity, in its metonymic sense. While metonymy can operate on various kinds of names such as names of locations,
organizations or persons, in this paper, we focus on location
names only.
Metonymy is frequent in verbal as well as written communication. According to Gritta et al. (2017), about 20%
of location names in the data sampled from Wikipedia
are metonymically used. As a result, resolving metonymy
aids various natural language processing (NLP) tasks such
as machine translation (Kamei and Wakao, 1992), question answering (Stallard, 1993), named entity disambiguation (Harabagiu, 1998; Gritta et al., 2017), and coreference resolution (Fass, 1991). Further, metonymy is a universal phenomenon, and computational research has been
conducted on data in different languages (Leveling and
Hartrumpf, 2006; Poibeau, 2006).
The two existing datasets1 on location metonymy are S EM -

Delft, Minnesota, United States
Delft Colony, California, United States
Material goods:
Delft jewelry

Delft pottery, frequently also Delftware—pottery produced in Delft, Netherlands in i
of Chinese porcelain

Figure 1: Wikipedia disambiguation page for the topic
Other uses:
Delft.
Dutch ship Delft, several ships in the Dutch Navy
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are small
in arts
size, containing about
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Schoolcorpora
(disambiguation),
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2000 samples only. As a result, the datasets do not suffiRetrieved
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the "https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Delft_(disambiguation)&
various ways in which metonymy can be
oldid=749296762"
observed in real-world data. Hence, these datasets are inadequate to be used for large-scale machine learning and staThis page was last edited on 13 November 2016, at 16:15 (UTC).
tistical analyses. In addition, the samples in these datasets
is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License; additiona
lack Text
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Delftregistered
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city. This is what we mean by label granularity. As a result,
there is disagreement over the annotations in the existing
datasets.
We harvested a new corpus called W I MC OR (Wikipedia
Metonymy Corpus) using the English Wikipedia and DBpedia. We primarily employ the Wikipedia disambiguation
pages
to identify instances of metonymy. DBpedia is used
1 of
1
to check the category of a Wikipedia entity. Finally, we
generate sentences using these metonymic instances. Our
corpus construction mechanism is semi-automatic in nature, with minimal human intervention. W I MC OR is an
improvement over the existing datasets on various aspects
1
such as size and label granularity. It is a testament to the
The terms dataset and corpus are used interchangeably in this
richness and variety of metonymy. Every instance in the
paper.
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new corpus is linked to a Wikipedia article and hence it
alleviates any ambiguity over annotations, which is a drawback of the existing corpora. The new corpus can directly
be used for training and evaluating automatic metonymy
resolution systems.
The main contributions of this paper include the following:
(1) present a new harvested corpus of location metonymy,
(2) evaluate the corpus, and compare the corpus with the
existing datasets, and finally (3) develop benchmarks for
the task of metonymy resolution using the new corpus.

2.

Related Work

In this section, we describe the key works that use
Wikipedia as a resource. We also introduce the task
of metonymy resolution and the existing datasets on
metonymy.

2.1.

Wikipedia

Wikipedia is a crowd-sourced, encyclopedic resource and
is massive in size (as of 4 November 2019, there are over
5.9 million articles in the English Wikipedia). Wikipedia
follows a semi-structured format through its use of infobox
templates, table of contents inside articles, category network and disambiguation pages.
Wikipedia is used in NLP research because it is an
excellent source of world knowledge.
Gabrilovich
and Markovitch (2007) computes word embeddings as
weighted vectors of Wikipedia articles. Nastase et al.
(2010) computes values of selectional preference features
using the Wikipedia category network.
Wikipedia is also used to construct datasets for various
tasks such as coreference resolution (Ghaddar and Langlais,
2016), conflict-of-interest detection (Orizu and He, 2018),
and concept relatedness (Dor et al., 2018). Ghaddar and
Langlais (2018) and Mihalcea (2007) exploit the internal
hyperlink structure of Wikipedia to build large, annotated
corpora for the tasks of fine-grained entity typing and word
sense disambiguation respectively. Ge et al. (2018) creates
a resource composed of the major events in human history
using event-related infobox templates of Wikipedia. The
structural information from articles is used to harvest interevent relations.

2.2.

Metonymy Resolution

The task of metonymy resolution aims to identify words
that are used metonymically and interpret them appropriately. Markert and Nissim (2002) resolves metonymy using co-occurrences, collocations and grammatical features.
Nastase and Strube (2009) and Nastase et al. (2012) use
selectional preference features, which are computed using external resources such as British National Corpus,
Wikipedia, WordNet (Miller, 1995) and WikiNet (Nastase
et al., 2010). Gritta et al. (2017) proposes a neural-networkbased model. This model is trained on a predicate window
of context words, which is a set of words chosen with the
the dependency head of the potentially metonymic word
(PMW) as the starting point. The intuition behind the predicate window is the observation that the immediate context
words are frequently noisy and hence, it is necessary to
identify the right set of context words.

The two existing datasets on metonymy are S EM E VAL (Markert and Nissim, 2007) and R ELOCA R (Gritta
et al., 2017). The S EM E VAL data was sampled from BNC
Version 1.0, and the R ELOCA R (Real Location Retriever)
data was sampled from Wikipedia. Both these corpora were
compiled and labelled manually.

3.

Corpus Details

In this section, we describe how we extract data to construct W I MC OR. We then present some basic details of the
W I MC OR corpus.
In the rest of the paper, following the conventions in the
literature, we refer to the word to be resolved as the PMW.
Also, we refer to the title of a Wikipedia disambiguation
page as the anchor text.

3.1.

Resources

In this subsection, we briefly describe the two resources we
use in our approach.
3.1.1. Wikipedia Disambiguation Pages
The Wikipedia disambiguation pages list different senses
of ambiguous entities and provide links to Wikipedia articles corresponding to each sense of the entity. Consider the
disambiguation page for the topic Delft, shown in Figure 1.
The same term can refer to different entities such as a city in
the Netherlands, a township in Cape Town, South Africa, or
a city in Minnesota, United States. The English version of
Wikipedia contains about 304,000 disambiguation pages.
Mihalcea (2007) recognize the suitability of disambiguation pages as a sense inventory for the task of word sense
disambiguation. In this work, we use the disambiguation
pages to harvest terms that are used metonymically.
3.1.2. DBpedia Categories
DBpedia (Auer et al., 2007; Lehmann et al., 2015) is a
large-scale knowledge base consisting of content extracted
from Wikipedia. The English version of DBpedia describes
4.58 million things. We use DBpedia to check the category of a Wikipedia article. The DBpedia categorization is
more structured and less noisy than Wikipedia’s own category network. DBpedia is interlinked with various other
resources such as YAGO (Suchanek et al., 2007) and Wikidata (Vrandečić and Krötzsch, 2014).
DBpedia assigns various categories to the entities in its
knowledge base. The categories we use in our approach are
listed here: (1) YAGO :L OCATION 100027167 for locations
such as towns, cities and countries, (2) WIKIDATA :Q3918
for educational institutions such as universities, (3) WIKI DATA :Q43229 for events such as battles and festivals,
(4) WIKIDATA :Q4766028 for association football (soccer)
teams and clubs, and (5) YAGO :S TRUCTURE 104341686
and YAGO :FACILITY 103315023 for artifacts such as
cathedrals, palaces and hospitals.

3.2.

Corpus Construction

Figure 2 illustrates the process of corpus construction. The
two main steps are extraction of metonymic pairs and generation of samples. The next two subsection describe each
step in detail.
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Figure 2: Flowchart of our corpus construction approach
Metonymic
association
L OCATION-forI NSTITUTION
L OCATION-forT EAM
L OCATION-forA RTIFACT
L OCATION-forE VENT

Metonymic
pair
(Delft, Delft
University of
Technology)
(Milan, A.C. Milan)

Anchor
text
Delft

(Arecibo, Arecibo
Observatory
(Busan, Busan
International Film
Festival)

Arecibo

Milan

Busan

Table 1: The list of metonymic associations we use to extract data. A metonymic pair and the corresponding anchor
text is also given.

3.2.1. Metonymic Pair Extraction
We use the Wikipedia disambiguation pages to harvest
metonymic pairs. A metonymic pair hWL , WM i is a pair of
Wikipedia articles that are referred to by the same natural
title but denotes two different but strongly related concepts,
such as Delft and Delft University of Technology. The
samples in W I MC OR are generated using these metonymic
pairs.
Note that metonymy is different from other linguistic phenomena such as homonymy or polysemy (Yarowsky, 1995).
For instance, the city of Paris in France and Paris Hilton, the
singer, do not form a metonymic pair because of the lack of
any strong relationship between these two entities, although
both entities can be referred to by the same term Paris. On

the other hand, Delft and Delft University of Technology
form a metonymic pair because the university is located in
the city and both the city and the university can be referred
to by the same term Delft.
As shown above, it is important to distinguish metonymic
pairs in Wikipedia disambiguation pages from nonmetonymic (polysemous) pairs. Our two-step method
achieves this as follows: First, DBpedia is used to retrieve
the category of a Wikipedia article and then check whether
the pair matches a metonymic association. Table 1 presents
a list of metonymic associations, along with an example
pair and the anchor text (that is, the title of the corresponding Wikipedia disambiguation page). These associations are developed from commonly observed patterns of
metonymy usage, and hence are useful means to organize
instances of metonymy (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980; Radden
and Kövecses, 1999). Secondly, we check whether the two
articles refer to each other through internal hyperlinks. This
is a simple but effective heuristic to ensure the existence of
a strong relationship between two articles. The key intuition here is that strongly related Wikipedia articles tend
to mention each other because of the encyclopedic nature
of the resource. In this manner, we extracted hundreds of
metonymic pairs for each association.
We queried Wikipedia offline using the XML dumps that
were generated as of September 1st, 2019 and online using
the MediaWiki API. We used the public SPARQL endpoint
to query DBpedia remotely.
3.2.2. Sample Generation
After the metonymic pairs are extracted as explained above,
we again use Wikipedia to generate samples. Note that any
appropriate resource can be used for this purpose since the
goal here is to extract titles of Wikipedia articles in context.
Consider a 3-tuple (WL , WM , alm ), where WL and WM
denote any two Wikipedia articles that form a metonymic
pair and alm denotes the corresponding anchor text. We
generate samples S(WL , alm ) and S(WM , alm ) using the
sample generator S, which is defined as follows:
S(W, a) = { [w 7→ a]P | P ∈ f (W ) }
where f (W ) traverses backlinks of the Wikipedia article
W and extracts paragraphs having the title of the article
W . The backlink of a Wikipedia article W points to other
articles that contain mentions to W and has internal hyperlinks to it. The operation [w 7→ a]P substitutes the hyperlinked mention w in the paragraph P with the anchor text
a. Since a hyperlink to an article appears exactly once, the
substitution operation applies to only a single mention in
the paragraph. Figure 3 illustrates sample generation for
the instance S(Delft University of Technology, Delft).
In this way, from each tuple, it is possible to generate hundreds of samples. Up to 5000 backlinks can be retrieved
using the MediaWiki API. We use some heuristics to filter out less useful and noisy paragraphs. For example, we
ignore paragraphs that are either too short or too long by
restricting the number of tokens in a sample to be between
10 and 512.
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There are 35 known isotopes of molybdenum, ranging in atomic mass from 83 to 117, as well as four
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Molybdenum
nuclear isomers. Seven isotopes occur naturally, with atomic masses
of 92, 94, 95, 96, 97,
98, and 100. Of these naturally occurring isotopes, only molybdenum-100 is unstable.[12]

Molybdenummetastable
- Wikipedia

Molybdenum-98 is the most abundant isotope, comprising 24.14% of all molybdenum.
Molybdenum-100 has a half-life of about 1019 y and undergoes double beta decay into
ruthenium-100. All unstable isotopes of molybdenum decay into isotopes of niobium, technetium,
and ruthenium. Of the synthetic radioisotopes, the most stable is 93Mo, with a half-life of 4,000
Molybdenum
is a chemical element with the symbol Mo and atomic number
years.[13]
42. The name is from Neo-Latin molybdaenum, from Ancient Greek Μόλυβδος molybdos, meaning lead, since its

Molybdenum

...

ores were confused with lead ores.[6] Molybdenum minerals have been known throughout history, but the element was
The most common isotopic molybdenum application involves molybdenum-99, which is a ﬁssion
discovered (in the sense of diﬀerentiating it as a new entity from the mineral salts of other metals) in 1778 by Carl
product.Scheele.
It is The
a parent
radioisotope
thebyshort-lived
gamma-emitting
daughter radioisotope
[7]
Wilhelm
metal was
ﬁrst isolated into1781
Peter Jacob Hjelm.

technetium-99m, a nuclear isomer used in various imaging applications in medicine.[14] In 2008, the

Molybdenum
does not
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a free metal
Earth; iton
is found
only in various oxidation states
in minerals.
Delft Technology
University
ofoccur
Technology
applied
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the molybdenum-98-based
production
of
Delft University
The of
free element,-aWikipedia
silvery metal with a gray cast, has the sixth-highest https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delft_University_of_Technology
melting point of any element. It readily forms
[15]
molybdenum-99.
w
P
hard, stable carbides in alloys, and for this reason most of world production of the element (about 80%) is used in steel
alloys, including high-strength alloys and superalloys.
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Backlink

Most molybdenum compounds have low solubility in water, but when molybdenum-bearing minerals contact oxygen
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management staﬀ.[4]

3.3.

Contents
2 MoS2 + 7 O2 → 2 MoO3 + 4 SO2
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Delft, Netherlands
1842 by William II of the Netherlands as a Royal
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1 of 18case of any other interpretation, the PMW
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ERAL . In the
Delft University of Technology (1986–present)
is labelled METONYMIC. For example, the literal reading
Logo
of the token Delft comprises the geographical and locaratio 60:20:20 respectively. For both S EM E VAL and R ELO Campus
tive interpretations of
the town Delft in the Netherlands.
CA R, the data is separated in the ratio 50:50 for train and
Mekelpark
If the same token is used to denote the university located
test
respectively; there is no explicit validation set.
Aula
in the town Delft then the Library
token is used metonymically.
The W I MC OR data and the code used for data extraction
The medium-grained label identifies
the entity type that the
are available online2 . The data is made available in three
Cultural and Sports Center
PMW refers to. The candidate labels in this case are endifferent formats: (1) a data file in XML format, (2) tabular
TU Delft Musea
tity types such as L OCATION, I NSTITUTION, A RTIFACT,
data in CSV format, and (3) a dictionary in JSON format.
T EAM and E VENT. The fine-grained label identifies the
The code is released under the GNU General Public Lispecific entity that the PMW refers to. The candidate lacense (version 3). The data is released under the Creative
1 of 23 are Wikipedia articles. The label hierarchy
3/3/20, 5:35 PM
bels in this case
Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0
Unported License.
is shown in Figure 4.

3.4.

Corpus Statistics

The raw corpus consists of more than 327K samples. In
order to reduce noise, we retain only the samples corresponding to the pairs from which at least 50 samples were
generated. The final version of the corpus is made up of
206K samples. The detailed corpus statistics are presented
in Table 2.
In order to use the corpus with machine learning systems,
we partition the corpus into train, validation and test in the

4.

Corpus Evaluation

In this section, we describe how we manually evaluate the
harvested data. We then compare the corpus with the existing corpora of location metonymy.

4.1.

Manual Evaluation

The W I MC OR corpus is generated and labelled automatically. So it is important to estimate the amount of noise in
2
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https://github.com/nlpAThits/WiMCor

Pairs

L OCATION-for-I NSTITUTION
654

L OCATION-for-A RTIFACT
4023

LITERAL

METONYMIC

LITERAL

METONYMIC

LITERAL

METONYMIC

LITERAL

METONYMIC

63995
52387
50000

46941
38332
30000

94578
72634
50000

22802
12068
10000

71308
59312
50000

18324
12980
10000

6214
4460
4000

3269
2175
2000

Raw Samples
Min-50 Samples
W I MC OR Samples

L OCATION-for-T EAM
639

L OCATION-for-E VENT
88

Total
5404
327431
254348
206000

Table 2: Corpus statistics, with respect to each metonymic association. Our approach extracts 5404 metonymic pairs and
generates more than 327K samples. The final corpus is made up of 206K samples.
Text

She met Rich Annetts at the Glastonbury Festival in 2005. The couple moved to Bath, and lived in a flat
close to the Royal Crescent.

Coarse
Medium
Fine
Text

LITERAL

Coarse
Medium
Fine
Text
Coarse
Medium
Fine
Text
Coarse
Medium
Fine
Text
Coarse
Medium
Fine

L OCATION
Bath, Somerset
Wright taught astronomy and mathematics at Elmira before she was hired to be a computer at Harvard
College Observatory.
METONYMIC
I NSTITUTION

Elmira College
Radar results from Arecibo indicated that the comet nucleus was about 4.8 km (3.0 mi) across, and surrounded by a flurry of pebble-sized particles ejected at a few metres per second.
METONYMIC
A RTIFACT

Arecibo Observatory
Arsenal set a Champions League record during the 2005–06 season by going ten matches without conceding
a goal, beating the previous best of seven set by Milan.
METONYMIC

T EAM
A.C. Milan
In 2012 Basu’s film Barfi!, starring Ranbir Kapoor, Priyanka Chopra and Ileana D’Cruz, opened to largelypositive reviews and was well received at Busan.
METONYMIC
E VENT

Busan International Film Festival

Table 3: Some samples of the W I MC OR corpus. The PMW is marked in boldface. Each sample is automatically assigned
three labels of varying granularity, depending on the interpretation of the PMW in the given context.
the corpus and the reliability of the automatically assigned
labels. For this purpose, we randomly selected 200 samples
from the corpus. Two students of computational linguistics
independently went through all these samples and evaluated
the labels. Specific guidelines on the exercise were given to
both the reviewers. The only acceptable response for each
sample was either Right (that is, all the labels are correct)
or Wrong (that is, at least one of the labels is incorrect).
The responses received from the reviewers are presented in
Table 4. In 88.50% of cases, both the reviewers agree that
the automatically assigned labels are correct.
Despite having high actual agreement between the reviewers, the Cohen’s kappa score (Cohen, 1960) is only
0.05, indicating very poor agreement. This is because the
chance agreement between the reviewers is also very high,
according to the assumptions made to compute Cohen’s
kappa. Byrt et al. (1993) proposes prevalence-adjusted
bias-adjusted kappa (PABAK) score, to overcome some of
the limitations of Cohen’s kappa (Feinstein and Cicchetti,
1990; Cicchetti and Feinstein, 1990; Artstein and Poesio,
2008). The PABAK score of 0.78, in our case, indicates a
strong agreement between the reviewers.

Coarse

Medium
LITERAL
L OCATION
I NSTITUTION
A RTIFACT
METONYMIC
T EAM
E VENT
Total

Size
146
29
13
8
4
200

RR
129
26
10
8
4
177

WW
0
0
1
0
0
1

W
17
3
2
0
0
22

Table 4: Responses received from the two label reviewers for a set of 200 samples selected randomly. RR denotes both the responses were Right. WW denotes both
the responses were Wrong. W denotes at least one of the
responses was Wrong.

4.2.

Comparison with Existing Corpora

In this subsection, we compare W I MC OR with the existing corpora of location metonymy, namely S EM E VAL and
R ELOCA R. All the statistics reported in this section for all
the corpora, unless otherwise stated, correspond to the train
partition only.
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925
1026
124K

Average
Sample
Length
34
22
80

Coarse
Label Granularity

LITERAL

Coarse, Medium
Coarse
Coarse, Medium, Fine

Table 5: Comparison of W I MC OR with the existing corpora R ELOCA R and S EM E VAL. W I MC OR is at least three
orders of magnitude larger in size. In addition, the samples
in W I MC OR are substantially longer. W I MC OR is annotated with three labels of varying granularity.
4.2.1. Quantitative Improvements
Table 5 compares W I MC OR with the existing corpora.
W I MC OR is at least three orders of magnitude larger than
both the existing corpora. The total number of samples in
S EM E VAL and R ELOCA R are 925 and 1026 respectively,
while that in the W I MC OR corpus is 206K.
The average length of samples in W I MC OR is 80 tokens
per instance. This is a major improvement when compared
to S EM E VAL and R ELOCA R, which have 34 and 22 tokens
on average respectively. Figure 5 compares the length distributions of 500 samples randomly selected from W I MC OR, R ELOCA R and S EM E VAL.
While the samples in S EM E VAL are annotated with coarsegrained and medium-grained labels (such as P ERSON,
E VENT, P ERSON, FACILITY), the samples in R ELO CA R are annotated with coarse-grained labels ( LITERAL ,
METONYMIC and MIXED ) only. In contrast, the samples
in W I MC OR are annotated with coarse-grained, mediumgrained and fine-grained labels. Table 6 compares the label
distributions of samples in various corpora.
W I MC OR
R ELOCA R

0.04

Density

S EM E VAL
0.03
0.02
0.01
0
0

50

100

150

200

250

S EM E VAL

S EM E VAL
R ELOCA R
W I MC OR

Size

METONYMIC

R EL .

Corpus

LITERAL
METONYMIC

W I MC OR

LITERAL

METONYMIC

Medium
L OCATION
P EOPLE
E VENT
P RODUCT
M IXED
OTHER

L OCATION
I NSTITUTION
A RTIFACT
T EAM
E VENT

Count
737
161
3
0
15
9
509
517
154K
30K
10K
10K
2K

%
79.7
17.4
0.3
0.0
1.6
1.0
49.0
51.0
74.76
14.56
4.85
4.85
0.97

Table 6:
Comparison of coarse-grained and mediumgrained label distributions of W I MC OR with that of the
existing corpora S EM E VAL and R ELOCA R. Note that the
natural distribution of LITERAL and METONYMIC classes
(in real-world data) in the case of location metonymy is approximately 80% and 20% respectively

the other hand, country names constitute only 10%, in the
W I MC OR corpus. The rest of the PMWs is composed of
a variety of location names such as names of towns (e.g.
Bath), cities (e.g. Freiburg) and states (e.g. Texas). We
used the DBpedia category YAGO :C OUNTRY 108544813
to check for country names.
Metonymy is a very difficult concept to grasp, even for experts. There is considerable disagreement over the existing
annotations (Poibeau, 2007; Gritta et al., 2017). As a result, the annotation scheme of R ELOCA R is different from
that of the S EM E VAL data. While the former considers political entity interpretation of location names as metonymic,
the latter considers them as literal. On the other hand, the
fine-grained labels in the W I MC OR corpus are Wikipedia
articles. Wikipedia articles provide encyclopedic information on a specific topic, and hence the target reading label
alleviates the ambiguity over annotations to a large extend.
We consider this feature of the W I MC OR corpus to be a
major improvement over the existing corpora.

300

Sample Length

Figure 5: Comparison of length distributions of 500 samples randomly selected from W I MC OR, R ELOCA R and
S EM E VAL. The length of a sample is the number of tokens it contains. The samples in W I MC OR are substantially longer than those in R ELOCA R and S EM E VAL.

4.2.2. Qualitative Improvements
Our corpus construction mechanism extracts a large number of unfamiliar and less popular metonymic pairs. This
aspect can be attributed to the diversity of Wikipedia. Thus
the W I MC OR corpus is a testament to the richness and variety of metonymy. For example, the majority of PMWs
in the existing corpora are country names (82.05% and
73.88% for S EM E VAL and R ELOCA R respectively). On

5.

Benchmarks for Metonymy Resolution

The W I MC OR corpus can be used to develop and evaluate
metonymy resolution systems. Thus we create benchmarks
for the task of metonymy resolution with the W I MC OR corpus.
In this paper, we address metonymy resolution as a
multi-class classification problem. The target labels are
the medium-grained labels: L OCATION, I NSTITUTION,
T EAM, A RTIFACT and E VENT. The objective, in this setting, is to identify the entity type referred to by the PMW
in a given context.

5.1.

Methods

We use various baseline methods such as uninformed, simple classifiers and informed classifiers that use different
types of context to construct the benchmarks.
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Method
Random
Majority
I MM 5GV
I MM 10GV
I MM 50GV
P RE W INGV
I MM 5BT
I MM 10BT
I MM 50BT
P RE W INBT

Micro average
Pre Rec
F1
.587 .587 .587
.749 .749 .749
.870 .870 .870
.890 .890 .890
.900 .900 .900
.870 .870 .870
.950 .950 .950
.953 .953 .953
.950 .950 .950
.950 .950 .950

Macro average
Pre Rec
F1
.200 .200 .200
.150 .200 .171
.770 .508 .530
.768 .550 .564
.732 .578 .592
.746 .506 .522
.900 .837 .860
897 .837 .860
.900 .823 .857
.883 .807 .850

Table 7: Performances of various baseline methods on the
W I MC OR corpus. I MM and P RE W IN refer to the methods based on immediate context and predicate window respectively. GV and BT denote the G LOV E and the B ERT
embeddings respectively.
5.1.1. Uninformed classifiers
We use two uninformed classifiers: a random classifier and
a majority class classifier. The random classifier randomly
picks a label from a list of class labels. The majority class
classifier picks the label having the largest number of observations in the training set. These are simple classifiers
because they do not make use of the context or any other
information to make a decision. We use these classifiers to
evaluate the performance of better informed classifiers.
5.1.2. Immediate context
The words surrounding the PMW are very useful in detecting its metonymicity. Traditional machine-learning techniques in metonymy resolution relied on context-based features such as co-occurrences and collocations (Markert and
Nissim, 2002; Nissim and Markert, 2003; Markert and Nissim, 2005). The I MM baseline is a neural-network-based
model that resolves metonymy using the immediate context
of the PMW. We created three variants of the I MM baseline: I MM 5, I MM 10 and I MM 50. The length of the context
is different in each I MM variant. For instance, I MM 5 uses a
context of length 5 words, from either side of the PMW.
5.1.3. Predicate window
P RE W IN (Gritta et al., 2017) employs a neural-networkbased model. The model consists of four input layers in
parallel: two LSTM layers for the right and left context
words, and two dense layers for the dependency labels of
the right and left context. A dropout of 0.2 is used in each
input layer for regularization. The representations from
the input layers are merged through concatenation. This
merged representation is used for classification through a
dense layer and a softmax layer. Categorical cross-entropy
loss and adagrad optimizer are used for training the model.
A batch size of 16 samples is used in training and testing the
model. Finally, the model is trained for a total of 5 epochs.
The hyper-parameters follow the original implementation.
This model produced the state-of-the-art results on R ELO CA R and S EM E VAL datasets with minimal use of external
resources.
Note that the model architecture of P RE W IN is the same as

that of I MM. The primary difference between the two is the
choice of context words. P RE W IN uses a predicate window
of context words, which is a set of words originating from
the dependency head of the PMW. The key intuition behind
the predicate window is that the immediate context words
are frequently noisy and redundant. The predicate window
is a small and focused set of context words. The length of
the predicate window is set to 5.

5.2.

Results

We evaluate each method using the following classification
metrics: precision, recall and F1-score. The results for different word embeddings such as G LOV E (Pennington et al.,
2014) and B ERT (Devlin et al., 2019) are reported. In the
case of G LOV E, the vocabulary is made up of only the top
100,000 most-frequent words. The zero vector is used to
represent the out-of-vocabulary words. We use the pretrained 50d (6B version) words vectors in our experiments.
In contrast to G LOV E, B ERT embeddings are contextsensitive and hence are able to distinguish, for example, different senses of polysemous words from each other. We use
the pre-trained base, uncased version of B ERT in our experiments. Instead of deploying B ERT as a classifier, we use
the P RE W IN model and initialize it with the G LOV E-like
word embeddings using B ERT. For this purpose, we concatenate the representations from the last four hidden layers
of the B ERT transformer to compute subword embeddings.
Note that the B ERT tokenizer splits a word into one or more
subwords. These subword embeddings are then combined
through summation to generate G LOV E-like word embeddings. There are no out-of-vocabulary words in the case of
B ERT.
The results are presented in Table 7. Since there is class
imbalance in the data, we report the micro-averaged and
macro-averaged metrics. The I MM and P RE W IN baselines
outperform the uninformed classifiers. In addition, B ERT is
better than G LOV E because of the context-sensitive nature
of the B ERT embeddings. For both G LOV E and B ERT, the
larger the context, the better the performance.
The high performance on W I MC OR, especially using the
B ERT embeddings, does not mean that the dataset is trivial or easy to solve. There are two main reasons for this
conclusion. First, while macro-averaging treats all classes
alike, micro-averaging takes into account the proportion of
each class in the data. The classifiers perform well for
the majority class L OCATION, but do not exhibit a similar
performance for the other classes. As a result, the macroaveraged results of all the methods are low when compared
to the corresponding micro-averaged results. Second, the
PMW is specified explicitly in the current experimental setting. This setting is easier because the classifier can exploit
the context words that are indicative of a particular class to
classify the PMW, while not performing anything strictly
relevant to metonymy resolution (Zellers et al., 2019). A
more challenging setting is where the PMW is not specified
in advance (Mao et al., 2019). W I MC OR can be made to
fit this new setting by considering every word (or phrase) in
a sample as a PMW. This setting also enables a metonymy
resolution system to be deployed on real-world data and be
used for downstream tasks.
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5.3.

7.

Discussion

5.3.1. Limitations of our Approach
Metonymy is a linguistic phenomenon that can manifest itself in language in different ways such as multi-word expressions, proper nouns and common nouns (Littlemore,
2015). For instance, in the sentence “We need a couple of
strong bodies on our team.” (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980), the
noun phrase strong bodies is used metonymically to mean
people with strong bodies. However, our extraction mechanism identifies the metonymic pairs that are listed on the
Wikipedia disambiguation pages only, which in turn are
Wikipedia articles. While proper nouns of types L OCA TION or P ERSON have articles, common nouns do not have
articles in Wikipedia. As a result, the PMWs in our corpus
are limited to proper nouns only.
In our approach, errors creep in either from Wikipedia or
DBpedia. For instance, according to Wikipedia, the term
Westlake can refer to Westlake Girls High School or Westlake Boys High School. However according to DBpedia,
Westlake Girls High School is categorized as a location. As
a result, for the association L OCATION-for-I NSTITUTION
our extraction mechanism incorrectly extracts the following metonymic pair: Westlake Girls High School for Westlake Boys High School, which means the former can denote
the latter by way of metonymy. So all the samples generated from this pair turn out to be false positives. Furthermore, the disambiguation pages and Wikipedia at large are
primarily written keeping human users in mind. While extracting metonymic pairs, we have used various heuristics
to filter out noisy articles. However, it is difficult to achieve
100% accuracy at this step.
5.3.2. Future of Metonymy Resolution Research
Metonymy resolution can be decomposed into two
steps (Markert and Nissim, 2002): metonymy detection
(check whether the PMW is literal or metonymic in the
given context) and metonymy interpretation (identify the
actual target entity, if the PMW is metonymically used).
Existing metonymy resolution systems tend to focus on
metonymy detection only, mainly because of the shortage
of labelled data and the lack of sufficient label granularity
in the existing data. W I MC OR comprises thousands of labelled samples. In addition, the fine-grained label in each
sample identifies the target entity in terms of Wikipedia articles, which is as specific as it can be. This information
aids research on metonymy interpretation.

6.

Conclusions

In this paper, we introduce a new corpus of metonymy
called W I MC OR.
The corpus is generated semiautomatically using disambiguation pages of the English
Wikipedia. The W I MC OR corpus is an improvement over
the existing corpora on various aspects such as size and label granularity. We publish benchmarks using the new corpus for the task of automatic metonymy resolution. The
multilingual nature of Wikipedia offers the possibility to
extend W I MC OR to many other languages. We believe the
new corpus will aid the study on metonymy and automatic
metonymy resolution systems.
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